**Gozo** … experience a different lifestyle

Gozo, with a population of just over 31,000, is the second largest island of the Maltese Archipelago, which is formed by five islands. Gozo offers its visitors a different experience to that of its busier sister island, Malta. Situated in the Gozo Channel, just off the east face of the island from the top sun deck of the ferry, it lies eight nautical miles to the south of Malta. Gozo’s coastline is covered in beautiful beaches and has a wonderful Blue Lagoon. Gozo is a tourist-friendly destination and will find the local people engaging and helpful. The official language is Maltese, although the Gozitans speak their own dialect, Gozitan. English and Italian are also widely spoken. Other languages commonly spoken are French and German.

**Mayjo History**

Mayjo, a family run company, has been operating for fifty years in the Car Hire and Transport industry. The dedication and commitment of the management team and support staff has been the basis of the company’s growth, and today Mayjo operates one of the leading Car Hire and Transport Services on the island.

Mayjo not only provides Car Hire and Transport Services, but has expanded into many other sectors, to be able to meet the demands of a larger client portfolio which includes families, couples, individuals and large and small groups. We also work with many Tour Operators in order to suit the varying needs of today’s travelling public.

One will be assured of:
- A comfortable minivan or taxi
- An experienced and friendly driver
- Efficient service
- Safety and punctuality
- Assistance with all your travel requirements

We also cater for groups.

The most convenient way to travel to Gozo is by Door to Door Airport transfer. Save on the ferry ticket of the car and ensure a hassle free journey and no problems accommodating luggage.

*Mayjo continues to strive for the best possible personalised and professional service to all its clients. Visit www.mayjoairport.com for more information.*

**Airport Transfers**

How to travel from Malta International Airport to Gozo?

Opt for a Door to Door Airport transfer

Assuring:
- Safety – Reliability – Comfort – Quality

Mayjo Airport transfers offer a low cost Door to Door taxi service on a 24hour basis. The company operates a personalised and guaranteed service and can take the traveler anywhere in Malta and Gozo by taxi or minivan depending on the number of people.

One will be assured of:
- A comfortable minivan or taxi
- An experienced and friendly driver
- Efficient service
- Safety and punctuality
- Assistance with all your travel requirements

We also cater for groups.

The most convenient way to travel to Gozo is by Door to Door Airport transfer. Save on the ferry ticket of the car and ensure a hassle free journey and no problems accommodating luggage.

*Visit www.mayjoairport.com for more information.*